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 Vulcan Inc. 

 Paul Allen’s company, in Seattle, USA 

 Includes AI research group 

 Vulcan’s Project Halo 

 AI research towards “knowledgeable machines” 

 Answer novel questions about a variety of scientific disciplines 

 Not just passage retrieval, but inference also 

 Starting point: Biology 
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Typical examples of questions the system can answer: 

During mitosis, when does the cell plate begin to form? 

What happens during DNA replication? 

What is the relationship between photosynthesis and cellular respiration? 

What do ribosomes do? 

During synapsis, when are chromatids exchanged? 

What are the differences between eukaryotic cells and prokaryotic cells? 

How many chromosomes are in a human cell? 

In which phase of mitosis does the cell divide? 

What is the structure of a plasma membrane? 
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The Knowledge Base 

 Consists of a (very) large number of hand-authored facts and 

rules, in formal logic, about biology 

 Sentence-by-sentence encoding of 56 chapters / 1500 pages 

 Sophisticated workflow 

 “relevant” sentences, encodable sentences, build representations 

 Approximately 20 chapters completed so far 

 Ontology of  

 ~5000 biology concepts 

 ~100 relationship types 

 ~40,000 facts and rules 

 



…Eukaryotic cells similarly have a plasma membrane, but also 

contain a cell nucleus that houses the eukaryotic cell's DNA… 

∀x isa( x, Eukaryotic-cell) →  

 ∃p,n,d isa(p, Plasma-membrane) ∧ 

 isa(n, Nucleus) ∧ isa(d, DNA) ∧ has-part(x, p) ∧ 

 has-part(x, n) ∧ has-part(x, d) ∧ is-inside(d, n) 

Logic (Internal View) 

Concept Map (User View) 

The Knowledge Encoding Process 



The Knowledge Encoding Process 







....During metaphase, the centromeres of all the duplicated 

chromosomes collect along the cell equator, forming a plane midway 

between the two poles. This plane is called the  metaphase plate.... 
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The Question Answering Cycle 

What step follows anaphase during the 

mitotic cell cycle? 

English Question 

Logic 

Question- 
Answering 

Rewriting 
advice 

Answer Page 



Question Answering: Suggested Questions 

 Even with good NLP, system may not be able to answer 

 → use of “Suggested Questions” 

 
User: When is the equatorial plate of the mitotic spindle formed? 

System: Do you mean: 

    - When is the mitotic spindle formed? 

    - When is the equatorial plate formed?  

    - When does the equatorial plate break up? 

    - … 

Answerable questions that most 
closely match the user’s question 



Question Answering: Suggested Questions 
Aerobic respiration is performed by cells. 

Aerobic respiration uses oxygen. 

Aerobic respiration produces carbon dioxide and ATP. 

Aerobic respiration involves glycolysis. 

… 

Aerobic respiration is done by cells. 

Cells do aerobic respiration. 

Aerobic respiration consumes oxygen. 

Carbon dioxide is a result of aerobic respiration. 

... 

Aerobic respiration is performed by cells. 

Aerobic respiration is performed by eukaryotic cells. 

Aerobic respiration is performed by plant cells. 

Aerobic respiration is performed by bean plant cells. 

Respiration is performed by cells. 

Respiration is performed by eukaryotic cells. 

... 

ATP synthase is used in aerobic respiration. 

Pyruvate is an intermediate product in aerobic respiration. 

Aerobic respiration produces chemicals. 

Aerobic respiration produces energy for use in the cell. 

Aerobic respiration is performed by plants. 

Aerobic respiration is performed by bean plants. 

Aerobic respiration requires oxygen. 

Respiration requires oxygen. 

Breathing requires oxygen. 

Oxygen is required to generate ATP in respiration. 

Glycolysis requires pyruvate in aerobic respiration. 

Glycolysis is a subevent of aerobic respiration. 

ATP synthase produces ATP during aerobic respiration. 

Glycolysis is a metabolic pathway in aerobic respiration. 

Glycolysis is a pathway in aerobic respiration. 

Glycolysis is a pathway in respiration. 

Glycolysis is a pathway used in respiration. 

A pathway used in respiration is glycolysis. 

Glycolysis occurs in the cytosol of cells. 

Glycolysis occurs in cells. 

Cytosol is the location of glycolysis reactions in cells. 

During glycolysis, glucose is converted to pyruvate. 

Pyruvate is produced via glycolysis. 

... 

Does photosynthesis need CO2? 

Did you mean: 

  - Is CO2 used in photosynthesis? 



Question Answering: Suggested Questions 

 Can use “Suggested Questions” for highlights too 

 

System: Some suggested questions: 

    - When is the mitotic spindle formed? 

    - When is the equatorial plate formed?  

    - When does the equatorial plate break up? 

…one of the most important phases of mitosis is metaphase. 

During metaphase, the mitotic spindle plays a central role, 

spreading thin filaments through the cel in order to …. 



Inquire-demo.mov


Progress 

 2 mediocre then 3 good trials in 2011 and 2012 

 First 2: Answers were strange, students confused 

 Then 3 successful trials 

 Students loved it 

 Indicators of educational benefit 

 Main reflections 

1. Works, but is expensive 

2. Question interpretation is hard. “Suggested Questions” 

are essential. 

3. Logic can be brittle. 

Need to broaden the approach 
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Textual Question-Answering: Motivation 

 Formal Logic: 

+   Precise, accurate, reliable 

+   Can answer questions outside info retrieval approaches 

 Textual Inference: 

 Working directly at the textual level 

+   Fast, cheap 

+   Can answer questions difficult for formal logic approaches 

= when a formal representation is hard to build, but the 

answer is accessible in the surface text 

.... Lipids and proteins are the staple ingredients of membranes, 

although carbohydrates are also important…. 

But can still use this to answer: 

 “What are the main ingredients of membranes?” 



Textual Inference 

 Not just sentence retrieval 

 Rather, a plausible sequence of textual rewrites 

 Growing NLP area (textual entailment, machine reading) 

 

..The logistics of carrying out metabolism sets limits on cell size… 

Q. What sets limits on cell size? 

A. The logistics of carrying out metabolism. 

What places limits on cell size? 

What limits cell size? 

What restricts the size of cells? 

What influences a cell’s dimensions? 



Suggests a Hybrid Architecture 

? 

Logic-

based KB 

?- has-part(ribosome,?x). 

Logical 

entailment 

Logic 

query 
Textual 

query 

Extracted 

Sentences 

(Textual KB) 

Textual 

entailment 

Text Logic 



1. Question Analysis 

2. Question 

Answering 

3. Answer Aggregation, 

Validation, and Scoring 

4. Answer Presentation 

“What are the main energy foods?” 

(“main energy foods” “be” ?x) 

Carbohydrates 

Reservoirs of electrons 

Carbohydrates and fats 

Are in the cell 

Most often fats 

Electron chains 

“what” 

“be” 

“food” 

“energy” 

Fats 

And then 

(“main energy foods” “be” ?x) 

Carbohydrates 

     The main energy foods, carbohydrates and fats, … 

     In addition, carbohydrates are important energy-producing foods... 

Fats 
     The main energy foods, carbohydrates and fats, …. 

Reservoirs of electrons 

      In general, energy foods contain large reservoirs of electrons… 

ReVerb 

Extractions 

Parse 

Bank 

Custom 

Extractions 

Overall Architecture 

Knowledge 

Resources 
0. Pre-runtime:  

Process Book 
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Pre-runtime: Processing the TextBook 

 Preprocess the text into 

 Logical forms (parse-

derived) 

 ReVerb tuples 

 Custom extractions 

 Primary material 

 Campbell Biology 

 Secondary material 

 Bio-Wikipedia 

ReVerb 

Extractions 
LF (Parse) 

Bank 

ReVerb Parser 

Biology 

TextBook 

Supplementary 

Texts (bio-Wikipedia) 

Specific 
semantic 

extractions 

Custom 

Semantic 

Extractors 



       "Channel proteins facilitate the passage of molecules across the membrane." 

 

 

 

                                         *S:-17 

         +----------------------------------+---------+  

       NP:-3                                       VP:-13  

         |               +----------------------------+-----+ 

       N^:-2            V:0                             *NP:-12* 

         |               |                     +------------+---------------+ 

       N:-2         FACILITATE               NP:-8                        PP:-2 

    +----+----+                        +-------+-------+            +-------+---+ 

  N:-1       N:0                     NP:-1           PP:-2         P:0        NP:-1 

    |         |                   +----+--+       +----+--+         |      +----+---+ 

 CHANNEL  PROTEINS              DET:0   N^:0     P:0    NP:-1    ACROSS  DET:0    N^:0 

                                  |       |       |       |                |        | 

                                 THE     N:0     OF     N^:0              THE      N:0 

                                          |               |                         | 

                                       PASSAGE           N:0                    MEMBRANE 

                                                          | 

                                                      MOLECULES 

(DECL 

 ((VAR _X1 NIL (PLUR "protein") (NN "channel" "protein"))  

  (VAR _X2 "the" "passage" (PP "of" _X3) (PP "across" _X4)) 

  (VAR _X3 NIL (PLUR "molecule"))  

  (VAR _X4 "the" "membrane")) 

 (S (PRESENT) _X1 "facilitate" _X2)) 

 

 

 

(S (SUBJ ("protein" (MOD ("channel"))))  

   (VERB ("facilitate"))  

   (SOBJ ("passage" ("of" ("molecule")) ("across" ("membrane"))))) 

Parse 

Logical 

Form 

Simplified 

Logical 

Form 

Sentence 

The Logical Form (Parse) Bank 
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Question Analysis 

 Goal: Get from question to query(s) over the processed book 

 Simplest case: (~20%-30%) Question is a usable query 

 

 

 More common case: Generating search queries is complex 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What produces proteins?  ?x produces proteins   

What are some of the kinds of things that produce proteins?   
Some of the kinds of things that produce proteins are ?x  

 Describe … 

 What are two types of … 

 Why does … 

 Explain why…. 

 Is … larger or smaller than … 

 What are some examples of … 



Question Analysis (cont) 

Approach 

Author a set of: question type → search query(s) pairs  

 

 

 

1. For questions matching a type: Use the queries 

2. For questions not matching a type: 

a) identify the type using words/features 

b) Instantiate its parameters 

c) Search for the queries associated with that type 

Conjecture: Can capture most questions in small (~100?) 

  number of types. 

“How does X?” 
“X by ?answer” 

“As a result of ?answer, X” 



Question Analysis (cont) 

“Please give me 

some examples of 

proteins” 

“Blah blah blah 

examples blah blah 

proteins” 

a) Which question type? 

• What is an X? 

• What are examples of X? 

• During X, what does Y do? 

• What are the differences between X and Y? 

b) What instantiation? i.e., X = ? 

• X = protein 

c) Search queries associated with “What are examples of X?” 

 “Xs, such as Y and Z, …” 

 “Y is a type of X that …” 
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Question-Answering 

 Strategy: 

 “Natural Logic” / Textual Entailment 

 Reasoning at the textual level from text to question 

 Requires general lexical and world knowledge 



Question Answering 

Question: 

Simple parse tree subsumption 

What sets limits on cell size? 

..The logistics of carrying out metabolism sets limits on cell size… 

A. The logistics of carrying out metabolism. 

? 



Question Answering 

Question: 

Synonyms: “place” ↔ “set” 

X of Y ↔ Y X 

What places limits on the size of cells? 

..The logistics of carrying out metabolism sets limits on cell size… 

A. The logistics of carrying out metabolism. 

? 



Question Answering 

Question: 

Channel proteins facilitate the passage of molecules across the membrane. 

IF X facilitates Y THEN X helps Y 

“passage”(n) → “move”(v) 

“through” ↔ “across” 

Which proteins help move molecules through the membrane? 

A. Channel proteins 

Knowledge 
resources 



Question Answering 

IF X facilitates Y THEN X helps Y 

“passage”(n) → “move”(v) 

“through” ↔ “across” 

Knowledge 
resources 

WordNet ParaPara 

(Johns Hopkins) 

DIRT 

paraphrases 

AURA’s 

ontology 



Domain-Biased Paraphrases (Johns Hopkins) 

 Paraphrases learned via 

bilingual pivoting, and rescored 

using distributional similarity. 

 Biased towards language 

similar to the biology book 

 Find “biology-like” sentences 

in the general corpus 

 Build 2 language models (1 general, 1 biology) 

 Pick sentences with largest difference in perplexity 

 Use these for domain-biased paraphrase generation 



Some examples from ParaPara 

amplify elevate 0.993 

amplify explore 0.992 

amplify enhance 0.984 

amplify speed up 0.984 

amplify strengthen 0.982 

amplify improve 0.982 

amplify magnify 0.98 

amplify extend 0.978 

amplify accept 0.97 

amplify follow 0.965 

amplify carry out 0.965 

amplify broaden 0.962 

amplify go into 0.962 

amplify promote 0.959 

amplify explain 0.955 

amplify implement 0.951 

amplify leave 0.944 

amplify adopt 0.944 

amplify acquire 0.942 

amplify expand 0.942 

… … … 

travel fly 0.893 

travel roll over 0.882 

travel relax 0.87 

travel freeze 0.861 

travel breathe 0.861 

travel swim 0.858 

travel move 0.855 

travel die 0.848 

travel swell 0.845 

travel switch 0.842 

travel consumers 0.838 

travel bend 0.835 

travel walk 0.835 

travel paint 0.828 

travel work 0.828 

travel move over 0.825 

travel feed 0.825 

travel evolve 0.825 

travel survive 0.821 

… … … 

??? 

??? 
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Answer Aggregation, Validation, Ranking 

 Aggregation:  

 Multiple sentences may support  the same answer 

 Reduces the noise from individual resources 

 

 



Answer Aggregation, Validation, Ranking 

 Ranking: 

 Learn to predict the grade of the answer from its 

features (# sentences, ∑ confidences, etc.) 

 

“DNA” 

“genetic material” 

… … …  

“chromatin” 

2 

3 

… 

7 

3 

16 

… 

9 

1.05 

2.10 

…. 

5.60 

1.94 

2.01 

… 

2.33 

1.57 

1.98 

… 

3.11 

1 

1 

… 

1 

1 

1 

… 

1 

4.00 

3.76 

Learn a function to compute 

overall confidence (grade) 

from individual supports 

?? 
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Evaluation: Ablation Studies 

 Test suite: 1000 questions 

 236 directly answered – ≈ 57% accuracy 

 712 retrieve relevant sentence – 35% (top 1), 61% (top 3) 

Subtractive ablations (on 236 answered) 

57.32   Main system (all resources) 

56.27   minus WordNet (only) 

55.72   minus AURA (only) 

52.40   minus paraphrases (only) 

55.16   minus bio-Wikipedia (only) 

49.18    baseline (none of the resources) 

  

Additive ablations (on 236 answered) 

49.18    baseline (none of the resources) 

49.16    add WordNet (only) 

50.81   add AURA (only) 

52.20   add paraphrases (only) 

50.68   add bio-Wikipedia (only) 

57.32   Main system (all resources) 
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Automatic Knowledge-Base Construction 

 Are we making steps towards knowledgeable machines, 

or just doing “clever information retrieval”? 

 Where are the world models? 

It’s a small step from “fact retrieval” to model-building 

Automatic KB construction ≈ iterative QA + coherent integration 

Model ≈ a coherent integration of facts 



? 

Textbook 

Fact Extractions –  

Textual Knowledge Base 

Questions 

User 

Answers 



Coherence Constraints 

 Given: A cache of answers to individual questions 

 Compute: A best “coherent subset” 

 satisfies hard constraints + fits soft constraints 

 

 

 

“Carbon contains leafs” (0.1) 

“Leafs contain carbon” (0.9) 

 Is a step towards model-building 

 Introspective question-answering 

 + textual inference 

 + coherent fact-base (“model”) assembly 

 

 

 



Finally… 



Finally… 



Summary 
 Project Halo:  

 A “knowledgeable biology book” 

 Logic-Based QA 

 Works  But is expensive  

 Good for certain types of questions 

 Textual QA 

 “Reasoning” at the textual level 

 Cheap, extensible, promising 

 Automatic KB construction 

 Iterative QA + coherence ≈ form of “machine reading”  

 Some highly exciting possibilities moving forward! 


